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What is a state?



State

an area organized into a political unit and 

ruled by an established gov’t which has 

control over its internal and foreign affairs

Has all of the following:

1) defined territory

2) permanent population

3) and sovereignty 



Is this map natural?              (196)



Challenges in defining 

state

Korea: One state or two?

-two states, one nation

China and Taiwan: One state or two?

Western Sahara 

(Sahrawi Republic, SADR)

http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2014/08/economist-explains-16


International recognition of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR):

SADR, as claimed

States that currently recognize SADR

States that have "withdrawn", "frozen" or "suspended" recognition of SADR



What is the difference between a 

nation, state, and a nation state

Nation- culturally defined group with a 

shared past, common future, connection to a 

territory, and similar political goals.

Nation State- politically organized in which 

the state and nation occupy the same 

space.



State v Nation v Nation State

State: Belgium, USA, Iraq

Nation: Flemish, Wallonia, Kurds

Nation State: France, Japan, Denmark



Same difference (but not really)

Multination State- nearly every state in the 

world is one, state with more than one 

nation inside its borders

Multistate Nation- when a nation stretches 

across state borders

Stateless Nation- a nation without a state



Can you name this nation?

What terms from the 

last slide fit this 

nation?



Some closely related terms
Territoriality –

“the attempt by an individual or group to affect, influence, or control people, 

phenomena, and relationships, by delimiting and asserting control over a 

geographic area.” – Robert Sack

Sovereignty –

having the last say over a territory – legally.

Territorial Integrity –

a government has the right to keep the 

borders and territory of a state in tact and 

free from attack.





Development of the State Concept

The city states of Mesopotamia

European state idea emerges (modern state)

Peace of Westphalia included language that 

defined statehood, borders, and guarantees of 

security. 

spread by European colonization



European Waves of Colonization

Colonialism -

a physical action in which one state takes over control of another, taking over the 
government and ruling the territory as its own.

Two Waves of European Colonialism:

1500 - 1825 (Americas)

1825 - 1975 (Asia and Africa)



The sun never sets on the 

British Empire

Dominant Colonial Influences, 1550-1950

This map shows the dominant influence, as some places were colonized by more than one power in 

this time period.

Americas (Britain, Spain)  Asia/Africa (France, Britain)  


